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This book provides an ideal introduction to the fundamentals of international investment law and dispute settlement for students or practitioners. It combines a systematic analytical study of the texts and principles underlying investment law with a jurisprudential analysis of the case law arising in international tribunals. The convention on the settlement of investment disputes between states and nationals of other states entered into force in October 1966 and is administered by ICSID international centre for settlement of investment disputes. There are now 131 countries which have ratified the convention. Its caseload has grown substantially during the last ten years. This unique compendium offers the most comprehensive explanation of the functioning of this important mechanism for the settlement of investor-host state disputes. It incorporates the preparatory work, the literature, and the practice under the convention as well as a complete tables and index. The ICSID reports provide an indispensable tool for anyone dealing with the ICSID convention. International law is not derived from static sets of rules or mutually exclusive sources but is the manifestation of a complex decision-making process in which different forms of legal authority interact. The cornerstone of international law is the consent of states. This may be explicit as in the case of signed international treaties or it may be implicit as in the case of customary international law. Law-making through multilateral treaties is a protracted process involving consent, ratification, and often reservations by state governments. The interpretation and application can be complex because of different language versions. Customary law on the other hand is difficult to prove conclusively. Increasingly, the decisions of courts, tribunals, and international organizations as well as scholarly writings are becoming non-traditional sources of international law and its interpretation. These traditional sources and tools are inadequate in dealing with new areas that do not fit the traditional mold. Human rights, international criminal law, and international economic law all of which transcend state barriers. International investment law is one obvious field where legal principles such as sanctity of contract conflicted with state sovereignty. Alternative sources such as customary law and bilateral treaties were inconclusive and had to contend with socialist ideologies and nationalist decolonization doctrines. Obviously, fresh thinking and new legal techniques are necessary to meet the challenges. This unique compendium offers an article by article commentary on the convention. The first and second editions of this commentary have been relied upon by numerous arbitral tribunals. This third edition follows the same system and approach but extensive updates and revisions reflect the vast increase in arbitral practice since the publication of the second edition. A number of novel issues that have emerged through this practice are now addressed making this practice-oriented guide an indispensable tool for anyone dealing with the ICSID convention. The Achmea judgment revolutionized intra-EU investment protection by declaring intra-EU bilateral investment treaties intra-EU BITS incompatible with EU law. This incisive book investigates whether intra-EU foreign investments benefit from this alteration which discontinued the parallel applicability of EU BITS and EU law in the EU internal market. In addition to comparative legal analysis from an investor perspective, Dominik Moskvan puts forward a proposal for a creation of a permanent intra-EU foreign investment court to ensure a balanced economic development of the EU internal market. The 2002 New Delhi Declaration of Principles of International Law relating to Sustainable Development set out seven principles on sustainable development as agreed in treaties and soft law instruments from before the 1992 Rio Earth Summit unced to the 2002 Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development.
development to the 2012 Rio UNCSD recognition of the new Delhi principles is shaping the decisions of dispute settlement bodies with jurisdiction over many subjects the environment human rights trade investment and crime among others this book explores the expanding international jurisprudence incorporating principles of international law on sustainable development through chapters by respected experts the volume documents the application and interpretation of these principles demonstrating how courts and tribunals are contributing to the world's sustainable development goals by peacefully resolving disputes it charts the evolution of these principles in international law from soft law standards towards recognition as customary law in certain instances assessing key challenges to further judicial consideration of the principles and discussing for instance how their relevance for compliance and disputes related to the 2015 Paris agreement on climate change the volume provides a unique contribution of great interest to law and policy makers judges academics students civil society and practitioners concerned with sustainable development and the law globally contracts are relevant frequently central for a significant number of investment disputes yet the way tribunals ascertain their content remains largely underexplored how do tribunals interpret contracts in investment treaty arbitration how should they interpret contracts does national law have any role to play contract interpretation in investment treaty arbitration a theory of the incidental issue addresses these questions the monograph offers a valuable insight into the practice and theory of contract interpretation in investment treaty arbitration by proposing a theoretical frame for seamless integration of contract interpretation into the overall structure of decision making the book contributes to predictability coherence sufficiency and correctness of the tribunals interpretative practices in investment treaty arbitration article 38 of the statute of the international court of justice defines international law to include not only custom and convention between states but also the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations within their municipal legal systems in 1953 Bin Cheng wrote his seminal book on general principles identifying core legal principles common to various domestic legal systems across the globe this monograph summarizes and analyzes the general principles of law and norms of international due process with a particular focus on developments since Cheng's writing the aim is to collect and distill these principles and norms in a single volume as a practical resource for international law jurists advocates and scholars the information contained in this book holds considerable importance given the growth of inter-state intercourse resulting in the increased use of general principles over the past 60 years general principles can serve as rules of decision whether in interpreting a treaty or contract determining causation or ascertaining unjust enrichment they also include a core set of procedural requirements that should be followed in any adjudicative system such as the right to impartiality and the prohibition on fraud although the general principles are by definition basic and even rudimentary they hold vital importance for the rule of law in international relations they are meant not to define a rule of law but rather the rule of law this book provides a comprehensive study of the standard of full protection and security fps in international investment law ever since the Germany-Pakistan BIT of 1959 almost every investment agreement has included an fps clause fps claims refer to the most diverse factual settings from terrorist attacks to measures concerning concession contracts still the fps standard has received far less scholarly attention than other obligations under international investment law filling that gap this study examines the evolution of fps from its medieval roots to the modern age delimits the scope of fps in customary international law and analyzes the relationship between fps and the concept of due diligence in the law of state responsibility it additionally explores the interpretation and application of fps clauses drawing particular attention to the diverse wording used in investment treaties the role ascribed to custom and the interplay between fps and other treaty based standards besides delivering a detailed analysis of the fps standard this book also serves as a guide to the relevant sources providing an overview of numerous legal instruments examples of state practice arbitral decisions and related academic publications about the standard the covid 19 pandemic has brought to the debate on reform of the international investment agreement regime to the fore with renewed force in this important and timely book top professionals in the field collectively offer an in-depth investigation of the measures that states have taken or failed to take to deal with the pandemic's consequences and whether these actions or inactions can be construed as investment arbitration risks in an extensive overview of the impact of covid 19 on states and investors including perspectives from UNCTAD the European Union the United States Russia India South Korea and the African Union this
comprehensive guide on state defences and investor protection mechanisms tackles such aspects of the debate as the following as affected by the pandemic treatment of investors in times of pandemic and in the post pandemic world sufficient contribution to the economic development of the host state disparities in bargaining power and use of pandemic power to accord preferential treatment the final part of the book is dedicated to analysing case studies from around the world in the context of the pandemic and investor state disputes understanding the way public health emergencies can shape international investment law is key to building a sustainable stable investment environment as the first detailed study of the post pandemic development of investment law this matchless collection takes a giant step toward reconciling the interests of foreign investors and sovereign states at various stages of economic development with practical recommendations for both states and investors it will be of immeasurable assistance to practitioners policymakers and academics in anticipating and dealing not only with covid related measures but also with similar future contingencies china and international commercial dispute resolution is a unique collection of papers which deal expertly with legal issues arising from international commercial dispute resolution in china utilizing a multiplicity of approaches including doctrinal comparative empirical economic and legal analyses given the magnitude of the risks associated with commercial activities in the arctic arising as a result of the milder climate new business opportunities raise important questions of responsibility and liability this book analyses the issues of responsibility and liability connected with the exploitation of natural resources marine transport and other activities in the arctic applying a combined private and public law perspective on these issues it considers both the business and societal interests related to arctic development using greenland as an example the book focuses on problems that are specific to greenland and wider issues that affect all arctic states the second edition of this concise and well loved textbook has been enhanced and developed while continuing to offer a fresh and accessible approach to international law providing students with a uniquely holistic understanding of the field starting with the legal principles that underpin each strand of international law and putting this into a real life context this textbook builds an understanding of how the international legal system operates and where it is heading it guides readers through the theoretical foundations and development of international law norms while also explaining clearly how the law works in practice directly presenting the considered views of a broad cross section of the international arbitration community this timely collection of essays addresses the criticism of the arbitral process that has been voiced in recent years interpreting the challenge as an invitation to enlightenment the volume records the entire proceedings of the twenty fifth congress of the international council for commercial arbitration icca held in edinburgh in september 2022 topics range from the impact of artificial intelligence to the role of international arbitration in restraining resort to unilateralism protectionism and nationalism the contributors tackle such contentious issues as the following time and cost gender and cultural diversity confidentiality vs transparency investor state dispute settlement procedures the proposed establishment of a permanent international investment court system how cross fertilisation across different disciplines may impact international arbitration determining whether a document request seeks documents that are relevant and material to the outcome of a dispute whether we would be better off if investment arbitration were to disappear and implications for international arbitration of the russian invasion of ukraine there is consideration of global issues that are likely to give rise to disputes in the future including climate change environmental protection access to depleting water resources energy and mining transition and human rights initiatives several contributions focus on developments in specific countries china india and regions africa the middle east arbitrators corporate counsel and policymakers will appreciate this opportunity to engage with current thinking on key issues in international commercial and investment arbitration especially given the diversity of thought presented by authors from all over the world in general principles of law in investment arbitration the authors address selected general principles of law assessing their functions in investment arbitration the resulting picture is that of a lively source that escapes doctrinal straitjackets and maintains its relevance this essential book discusses a wide range of important legal principles such as procedural fairness and reasonableness in the context of international trade and investment law using comparative methodology the authors examine how those principles are reflected in treaties and how they are employed by adjudicators resolving disputes drawing on state practice arbitral awards and national decisions this book provides a systematic study of the sources of
rights and obligations in the field of transnational investment and their coordination and interaction although a state's treatment of foreign investors has long been regulated by international law it is only recently that international investment law has emerged as an independent discipline in its own right in recent decades the practical success of investment arbitration has allowed international investment law to develop both its own cadre of academic and professional specialists and its own legal doctrines this book analyses the structure of international investment law as it has developed through the practice of investment arbitration in order to see how a variety of international investment law doctrines should be understood and applied the book demonstrates how a structural analysis can shed light on several major controversies within investment law and also examines what an investment actually is the book offers an original interpretative approach to the resolution of problems in international investment law and so is one of the few books within the field to attempt to give investment law a solid theoretical basis it also focuses on only a select number of problems rather than attempting to deliver the universal coverage currently popular for investment law books as a result those issues that are addressed get a detailed discussion rarely available in competing texts this book the outgrowth of a conference organized by the editors at harvard law school on april 19 2008 aims to uncover the drivers behind the backlash against the current international investment regime library of congress online catalog energy transition is a complex global problem with governance and policies cutting across multiple legal silos including human rights environment international economics finance energy law of the sea and transnational commerce as of yet there is no comprehensive treatment of the legal principles governing energy transition as a whole furthermore energy transition must solve a trilemma that pits energy equity the need to provide access to energy needed to fuel human development and energy security the need to provide resilient and reliable energy systems against environmental sustainability without a comprehensive understanding of these issues law and policy makers risk exacerbating rather than resolving the underlying problems principles of international energy transition law introduces the energy transition problem by situating the climate emergency in its broader energy and development context showing how global energy value chains are deeply enmeshed in and drive global economic and human development it combines the different legal perspectives in one consistent analysis by outlining their interactions and showing how they can be reconciled the book discusses thirty two international legal principles governing different aspects of the energy transition trilemma's three parts it then uses a commons governance perspective to propose a holistic approach to applying and balancing these different parts and their different legal principles highlighted sections summarise the most important concepts and ideas for easy reference making the title particularly accessible for students and policy makers as well as law practitioners this book provides a conceptual and legal analysis of the core of investment protection guarantees that emerge from international treaties signed since 1959 for the promotion and protection of foreign investment it focuses on both the origin and evolution of investment treaty standards beginning with origins the work considers the broader context at the time when the first modern investment treaty was concluded it goes on to examine the many decisions of ad hoc arbitral tribunals that have since been called upon to apply these treaties in order to resolve the several hundred investor state disputes it also looks at some of the recent investment treaties that have attempted to clarify and or reform the content and scope of investment protection guarantees federico ortino posits that the key investment protection provisions in investment treaties and thus much of the controversy associated with such treaties revolve around three concepts legal stability investment's value and reasonableness he argues that from the very beginning the protections afforded to foreign investments by modern investment treaties have been exceptionally broad and as such restrictive of host states ability to regulate and whilst a growing number of investment treaty tribunals as well as new investment treaties have to some extent reined in such broad protections the evolution of key investment protection standards has been marred by inconsistency and uncertainty several themes emerge in this 2014 2015 edition of the yearbook the first is a notable focus on country and region specific developments different articles focus on key developments in such countries as australia brazil china ghana india indonesia russia and south africa others focus on regional innovations in particular in latin america a second area of attention is reform and proposals for reform in investor state dispute settlement and in investment law generally the third theme is the continued concern about states regulatory autonomy and the importance of their retaining ability to protect the
interests of their nationals a fourth theme concerns the continued contribution that investment arbitration makes to the development of international law and the influence that it is starting to have on other areas of law whether that is as a source of inspiration in the interpretation of other norms or as a source of potentially powerful persuasive authority given the teeth that investment law has with respect to enforcement included are the winning memorials of the fdi moot for both 2014 and 2015 in 2014 a team from the university of ottawa submitted the winning claimant s memorial while students from harvard law school submitted the winning respondent s memorial in 2015 harvard repeated its stellar performance again winning best respondent s memorial the winning claimant s memorial in 2015 was submitted by students from the national and kapodistrian university of athens these excellent memorials reveal once again the growing interest of students in international investment law and demonstrate a striving for excellence and an enthusiasm for grappling with intellectually challenging issues several themes emerge in this 2014 2015 edition of the yearbook the first is a notable focus on country and region specific developments different articles focus on key developments in such countries as australia brazil china ghana india indonesia russia and south africa others focus on regional innovations in particular in latin america a second area of attention is reform and proposals for reform in investor state dispute settlement and in investment law generally the third theme is the continued concern about states regulatory autonomy and the importance of their retaining ability to protect the interests of their nationals a fourth theme concerns the continued contribution that investment arbitration makes to the development of international law and the influence that it is starting to have on other areas of law whether that is as a source of inspiration in the interpretation of other norms or as a source of potentially powerful persuasive authority given the teeth that investment law has with respect to enforcement included are the winning memorials of the fdi moot for both 2014 and 2015 in 2014 a team from the university of ottawa submitted the winning claimant s memorial while students from harvard law school submitted the winning respondent s memorial in 2015 harvard repeated its stellar performance again winning best respondent s memorial the winning claimant s memorial in 2015 was submitted by students from the national and kapodistrian university of athens these excellent memorials reveal once again the growing interest of students in international investment law and demonstrate a striving for excellence and an enthusiasm for grappling with intellectually challenging issues with isolationism and protectionism strengthening in response to the forces of globalization the interrelationship of the national and supranational in shaping good governance norms has become increasingly relevant good governance in economic development critically examines the transparency and accountability mechanisms underpinning international trade finance and investment regimes particularly in view of the intensifying influence of china it also explores the chinese state s engagement with these norms shedding light not only on how the principles of transparency accountability and public participation are applied within china but also on the ability of china to affect international rules the cultural diversity characterizing international arbitration today is as much a source of enrichment as it is sometimes a source of practical difficulties affecting both the arbitration procedure and the application of substantive law consequently it is becoming clearer that the critical project for international arbitration in the immediate future will be how to best answer the fundamental question of cultural pluralism this book presents an informative and well argued discussion on many aspects of international arbitration clarifying the main procedural and substantive similarities and differences between different legal systems around the world focusing not only on common and civil law traditions but also the role played by regional legal traditions including islamic law and african perspectives with contributions from fifty arbitrators counsel and academics representing every region of the world where international arbitration has secured a foothold the volume consolidates and synthesizes a series of discussions sponsored by the chartered institute of arbitrators that took place in dubai johannesburg and paris in 2017 the essays identify and address the cultural distinctions that affect the key ever present factors which have forged the character of modern international arbitration such as the following the seat of the arbitration and the legal regime to which the arbitration is attached due process which has different and specific meanings in different national legal systems international standards such as international public policy illegality arbitrability and sanctions the immunity of international arbitrators form of presentation of evidence production of documents oral and written submissions and expert evidence the specific context of international investment arbitration
disputes in specific industries or legal areas telecommunications construction mining intellectual property the role of national judges and the legal traditions they embrace throughout and after arbitration proceedings how to incorporate more conciliatory cultural traditions which are notably shared in many african and asian countries and training and opportunities for the next generation in international arbitration the book is replete with tools and recommendations to ensure synergy and harmony between the different legal traditions that coexist in today s arbitral proceedings all users of arbitration whether the arbitrators themselves lawyers involved as counsel for parties or judges applying arbitration law will greatly appreciate this matchless elucidation of the different systems and alternative ways of presenting the divergent procedures and ways of conducting international arbitrations the book s immeasurable value to arbitration academics goes without saying about the iai series on international arbitration the iai international arbitration institute series on international arbitration is a publication focusing on topical questions of international arbitration discussed at conferences organized by the iai about the iai the international arbitration institute iai is an organization created under the auspices of the comité français de l arbitrage cfa with the purpose of fostering exchanges in the field of international arbitration it currently has over 600 members on a worldwide basis its activities include the organization of international conferences as well as the publication of a directory of members which is the most highly regarded freely accessible source of information on international arbitration specialists about the book the seventh in the international arbitration institute iai series fifteen years of nafta section 11 arbitration compiles the papers from leading authorities on nafta dispute resolution presented at the international academic conference 15 years of nafta chapter 11 arbitration in montreal on 25 september 2009 where necessary the chapters were revised and updated before publication as a result the reader receives up to date practical tips and important analyses of difficult issues dealing wholly with investment arbitration the work focuses specifically on the controversial chapter 11 feature of the nafta agreement and its influence on international investment law chapter 11 arbitration is an area of growing importance for both practitioners and academics and the work covers both substantive and procedural issues in investor state arbitration and human rights filip balcerzak examines the interrelations between human rights and international investment law he discusses the place of human rights arguments in the course of arbitral proceedings based on investment treaties this book traces the evolution of transnational legal authority in the course of globalization representative case studies buttress its conclusion that today transnational authority is multifaceted a phenomenon that renders unreliable the concepts of territoriality extraterritoriality as global governance markers based on analysis of 21 arbitral awards rendered in the spanish saga cases this book discusses the current challenges faced by international investment law in the renewable energy sector filip balcerzak offers both micro level analysis of each individual case and macro level conclusions of universal relevance a collection of essays that examines the use and abuse of eminent domain across the world water services disputes in international arbitration reconsidering the nexus of investment protection environment and human rights by xu qian the argument that universal access to water is a human right is based on the fact that life on earth cannot exist without water yet the enormous cost of building and maintaining water service infrastructure purifying monitoring quality and providing sanitation services is beyond the means of many of the states most in need foreign investment is thus mandated hence the often acrimonious tension manifest in investor state disputes over water rights this book offers the first in depth analysis of both international treaty norms and their interpretation by arbitral tribunals applicable to investment in water and sanitation services complete with thoroughly researched recommendations for those arbitral practitioners in the eye of the storm like no previous study the book clearly reveals how to reconcile the economic and fundamental human interests arising from investment in water and sanitation services under the international investment regime among many vital issues the author highlights the importance of the following legitimacy of a state s alleged regulatory objectives the suitability of the measures undertaken to achieve the objective and whether there are less restrictive means available legal framework and stability of the state applicable law changes in law and emergency circumstances economic issues such as water pricing profit driven private companies reluctance to serve the poor investment tribunals generation of a regulatory and jurisprudential regime on water and sanitation services and determination of liability in relation to expropriation fair and equitable treatment and necessity arguing that the current investment treaty
and arbitral case law framework can regulate water and sanitation services if certain interpretations are favored by adjudicators the author offers viable sustainable and reasonable legal solutions a detailed annex presents cases decided before a variety of arbitral tribunals as well as relevant wto and icj cases and reviews critical literature in the field the increasing number of cases involved with states regulatory measures shows that stakes around water services generate specific legal problems which are new in the world of international economic law as an incisive investigation of what has been called the incursion of investment tribunal decisions into the regulatory autonomy of host states this profound and innovative analysis provides a coherent and consistent method of review that provides greater certainty to both states and investors and deters abuse of power it will be welcomed by policymakers and stakeholders interested in the implications of globalization of water services for the capacity to adapt to climate change and will suggest ways to enable states to better manage vital water services even after privatization to foreign companies the principle of national treatment or the non discrimination clause is a principle that applies across many fields of international economic law this book offers a unique horizontal examination of the principle as it applies within international tr comprehensively investigate key characteristics evolutionary path driving forces interpreting methodologies and some missing puzzles of chinese bits numerous developments across the world in recent years bear witness to states increasing skepticism about the benefits of international cooperation and the efficiency of international economic law understood as a multilateral set of rules equally binding on all states this timely book reviews situations where this new economic nationalism may impact the way arbitration in both commercial and investment disputes is practiced distinguished international arbitrators and academic experts analyze a wide array of topics covering a broad spectrum of juristic traditions geographic areas foreign investment protection laws and dispute resolution mechanisms and issues topics covered include the following evolution of the definitions of arbitrable standards amendments to procedural rules states policy choices as reflected in recent investment treaties procedural trends to restrict access to investment arbitration the effects of the achmea decision in the european union growing use of the public policy exception dispute settlement of public private partnership agreements and diversification of dispute resolution methods e g business courts an important feature of the book is the ability it offers to compare various contemporary transformations of dispute settlement mechanisms with attention to developments in a number of jurisdictions including the united states the european union china switzerland turkey and the latin american countries with its comprehensive analysis of how economic nationalism may lead to limiting the jurisdictional procedural and substantive scope of arbitration the authors underscore the crucial importance of a robust system of international arbitration of economic disputes to ensure a stable and secure world order the global coverage of the contributions and the insightful views offered in them speak eloquently about their usefulness and outreach for arbitration practitioners and scholars as well as for professionals involved in drafting policies for economic development or in the negotiation of investment agreements the 1969 vienna convention on the law of treaties makes no express reference to many of the most common canons and interpretative principles derived from international jurisprudence over many years this volume represents the first modern freestanding analysis of such canons and principles their role in treaty interpretation and their relationship with the vienna convention regime a top flight roster of respected scholars and practitioners of public international law offers an in depth examination of among other things the origins of canons and interpretive principles their utility and limits in treaty interpretation and the application of numerous individual canons and interpretive principles including effet utile expressio unius lex specialis ejusdem generis in dubio mitius in pari materia ex abundante cautela the principles of contemporaneity and evolutive interpretation and more extensive analysis of case law and scholarship provides insightful interpretive guidance across virtually every subfield of public international law with its valuable insights into when the application of particular canons or principles of interpretation is most likely to be appropriate and persuasive the volume will be of great value to lawyers representing parties whether states corporations or individuals before international dispute resolution bodies as well as to judges and arbitrators legal officials at ministries of foreign affairs and scholars of public international law this book demonstrates how the public international law character of investment treaty arbitration has impacted on the dispute settlement procedure this innovative research
handbook explores the complex and controversial interactions between intellectual property ip and investment law in light of recent developments at national european and international levels the chapters critically examine the legitimacy of current practices with regard to the social function of ip rights and the regulatory autonomy of states to undertake measures in the public interest this book shows how the reform in investment regulation contributes to a broader attempt to transform the international economic order

**Principles of International Investment Law** 2012-11-15 this book provides an ideal introduction to the fundamentals of international investment law and dispute settlement for students or practitioners it combines a systematic analytical study of the texts and principles underlying investment law with a jurisprudential analysis of the case law arising in international tribunals

**The ICSID Convention** 2001-07-23 the convention on the settlement of investment disputes between states and nationals of other states entered into force in october 1966 and is administered by icsid international centre for settlement of investment disputes there are now 131 countries which have ratified the convention its caseload has grown substantially during the last ten years in this unique compendium the official text and professor schreuer s updated commentary on the entire convention is set out article by article as at june 2000 this books offers the most comprehensive explanation of the functioning of this important mechanism for the settlement of investor host state disputes it incorporates the preparatory work the literature and the practice under the convention as well as a complete tables and index and cross references to the icsid reports this practice oriented guide will be an indispensable tool for anyone dealing with the icsid convention

**Sources of International Law** 2000-07-18 international law is not derived from static sets of rules or mutually exclusive sources but is the manifestation of a complex decision making process in which different forms of legal authority interact the cornerstone of international law is the consent of states this may be explicit as in the case of signed international treaties or it may be implicit as in the case of customary international law law making through multilateral treaties is a protracted process involving consent ratification and often reservations by state governments the interpretation and application can be complex because of different language versions customary law on the other hand is difficult to prove conclusively increasingly the decisions of courts tribunals and international organizations as well as scholarly writings are becoming non traditional sources of international law and its interpretation these traditional sources and tools with their shortcomings are inadequate especially in dealing with new areas that do not fit the traditional mold such as human rights international criminal law and international economic law all of which transcend state barriers international investment law is one obvious field where legal principles such as sanctity of contract conflicted with state sovereignty and alternative sources such as customary law and bilateral treaties were inconclusive and had to contend with socialist ideologies and nationalist decolonization doctrines obviously fresh thinking and new legal techniques are necessary to meet the challenges

**Schreuer's Commentary on the ICSID Convention** 2021-08-19 this unique compendium offers an article by article commentary on the convention on the settlement of investment disputes between states and nationals of other states providing a comprehensive explanation of the functioning of this important mechanism for the settlement of investor state disputes it incorporates the preparatory work the convention s text various rules and regulations adopted under the convention the practice of arbitral tribunals under the convention and academic writings on the subject the first and second editions of this commentary have been relied upon by numerous arbitral tribunals this third edition follows the same system and approach but extensive updates and revisions reflect the vast increase in arbitral practice since the publication of the second edition a number of novel issues that have emerged through this practice are now addressed making this practice oriented guide an indispensable tool for anyone dealing with the icsid convention likewise the number of contributors to and editors of the third edition has increased

**Protection of Foreign Investments in an Intra-EU Context** 2022-02-04 the achmea judgment revolutionised intra eu investment protection by declaring intra eu bilateral investment treaties intra eu bits incompatible with eu law this incisive book investigates whether intra eu foreign investments benefit from this alteration which discontinued the parallel applicability of intra eu bits and eu law in the eu internal market in addition to
comparative legal analysis from an investor perspective dominik moskvan puts forward a proposal for a creation of a permanent intra eu foreign investment court to ensure a balanced economic development of the eu internal market

*Sustainable Development Principles in the Decisions of International Courts and Tribunals* 2017-05-08 the 2002 new delhi declaration of principles of international law relating to sustainable development set out seven principles on sustainable development as agreed in treaties and soft law instruments from before the 1992 rio earth summit unced to the 2002 johannesburg world summit on sustainable development to the 2012 rio uncsd recognition of the new delhi principles is shaping the decisions of dispute settlement bodies with jurisdiction over many subjects the environment human rights trade investment and crime among others this book explores the expanding international jurisprudence incorporating principles of international law on sustainable development through chapters by respected experts the volume documents the application and interpretation of these principles demonstrating how courts and tribunals are contributing to the world s sustainable development goals by peacefully resolving disputes it charts the evolution of these principles in international law from soft law standards towards recognition as customary law in certain instances assessing key challenges to further judicial consideration of the principles and discussing for instance how their relevance for compliance and disputes related to the 2015 paris agreement on climate change the volume provides a unique contribution of great interest to law and policy makers judges academics students civil society and practitioners concerned with sustainable development and the law globally

*Contract Interpretation in Investment Treaty Arbitration* 2022-01-17 contracts are relevant frequently central for a significant number of investment disputes yet the way tribunals ascertain their content remains largely underexplored how do tribunals interpret contracts in investment treaty arbitration how should they interpret contracts does national law have any role to play contract interpretation in investment treaty arbitration a theory of the incidental issue addresses these questions the monograph offers a valuable insight into the practice and theory of contract interpretation in investment treaty arbitration by proposing a theoretical frame for seamless integration of contract interpretation into the overall structure of decision making the book contributes to predictability coherence sufficiency and correctness of the tribunals interpretative practices in investment treaty arbitration

*General Principles of Law and International Due Process* 2017-02-10 article 38 of the statute of the international court of justice defines international law to include not only custom and convention between states but also the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations within their municipal legal systems in 1953 bin cheng wrote his seminal book on general principles identifying core legal principles common to various domestic legal systems across the globe this monograph summarizes and analyzes the general principles of law and norms of international due process with a particular focus on developments since cheng s writing the aim is to collect and distill these principles and norms in a single volume as a practical resource for international law jurists advocates and scholars the information contained in this book holds considerable importance given the growth of inter state intercourse resulting in the increased use of general principles over the past 60 years general principles can serve as rules of decision whether in interpreting a treaty or contract determining causation or ascertaining unjust enrichment they also include a core set of procedural requirements that should be followed in any adjudicative system such as the right to impartiality and the prohibition on fraud although the general principles are by definition basic and even rudimentary they hold vital importance for the rule of law in international relations they are meant not to define a rule of law but rather the rule of law

*Full Protection and Security in International Investment Law* 2019-10-24 this book provides a comprehensive study of the standard of full protection and security fps in international investment law ever since the germany pakistan bit of 1959 almost every investment agreement has included an fps clause fps claims refer to the most diverse factual settings from terrorist attacks to measures concerning concession contracts still the fps standard has received far less scholarly attention than other obligations under international investment law filling that gap this study examines the evolution of fps from its medieval roots to the modern age delimits the scope of fps in customary international law and analyzes the relationship between fps and the concept of due diligence in the law of state responsibility it additionally explores the interpretation and application of fps clauses drawing particular
attention to the diverse wording used in investment treaties the role ascribed to custom and the interplay between fps and other treaty based standards besides delivering a detailed analysis of the fps standard this book also serves as a guide to the relevant sources providing an overview of numerous legal instruments examples of state practice arbitral decisions and related academic publications about the standard

**Balancing the Protection of Foreign Investors and States Responses in the Post-Pandemic World** 2022-05-11 the covid 19 pandemic has brought the debate on reform of the international investment agreement regime to the fore with renewed force in this important and timely book top professionals in the field collectively offer an in depth investigation of the measures that states have taken or failed to take to deal with the pandemic s consequences and whether these actions or inactions can be construed as investment arbitration risks in an extensive overview of the impact of covid 19 on states and investors including perspectives from unctad the european union the united states russia india south korea and the african union this comprehensive guide on state defences and investor protection mechanisms tackles such aspects of the debate as the following as affected by the pandemic treatment of investors in times of pandemic and in the post pandemic world sufficient contribution to the economic development of the host state disparities in bargaining power and use of pandemic power to accord preferential treatment the final part of the book is dedicated to analysing case studies from around the world in the context of the pandemic and investor state disputes understanding the way public health emergencies can shape international investment law is key to building a sustainable stable investment environment as the first detailed study of the post pandemic development of investment law this matchless collection takes a giant step toward reconciling the interests of foreign investors and sovereign states at various stages of economic development with practical recommendations for both states and investors it will be of immeasurable assistance to practitioners policymakers and academics in anticipating and dealing not only with covid related measures but also with similar future contingencies

**China and International Commercial Dispute Resolution** 2015-10-30 china and international commercial dispute resolution is a unique collection of papers which deal expertly with legal issues arising from international commercial dispute resolution in china utilizing a multiplicity of approaches including doctrinal comparative empirical economic and legal analyses

**Responsibilities and Liabilities for Commercial Activity in the Arctic** 2016-03-02 given the magnitude of the risks associated with commercial activities in the arctic arising as a result of the milder climate new business opportunities raise important questions of responsibility and liability this book analyses the issues of responsibility and liability connected with the exploitation of natural resources marine transport and other activities in the arctic applying a combined private and public law perspective on these issues it considers both the business and societal interests related to arctic development using greenland as an example the book focuses on problems that are specific to greenland and wider issues that affect all arctic states

**Public International Law** 2023-01-20 the second edition of this concise and well loved textbook has been enhanced and developed while continuing to offer a fresh and accessible approach to international law providing students with a uniquely holistic understanding of the field starting with the legal principles that underpin each strand of international law and putting this into a real life context this textbook builds an understanding of how the international legal system operates and where it is heading it guides readers through the theoretical foundations and development of international law norms while also explaining clearly how the law works in practice

**Arbitration’s Age of Enlightenment?** 2023-09-12 directly presenting the considered views of a broad cross section of the international arbitration community this timely collection of essays addresses the criticism of the arbitral process that has been voiced in recent years interpreting the challenge as an invitation to enlightenment the volume records the entire proceedings of the twenty fifth congress of the international council for commercial arbitration icca held in edinburgh in september 2022 topics range from the impact of artificial intelligence to the role of international arbitration in restraining resort to unilateralism protectionism and nationalism the contributors tackle such contentious issues as the following as time and cost gender and cultural diversity confidentiality vs transparency investor state dispute settlement procedures the proposed establishment of a permanent international investment court system how cross fertilisation across different disciplines may impact international arbitration determining whether a document request seeks documents that are relevant and material to the outcome of a dispute whether we would be better off if investment arbitration
were to disappear and implications for international arbitration of the Russian invasion of Ukraine there is consideration of global issues that are likely
to give rise to disputes in the future including climate change environmental protection access to depleting water resources energy and mining
transition and human rights initiatives several contributions focus on developments in specific countries China India and regions Africa the Middle East
arbitrators corporate counsel and policymakers will appreciate this opportunity to engage with current thinking on key issues in international
commercial and investment arbitration especially given the diversity of thought presented by authors from all over the world
General Principles of Law and International Investment Arbitration 2018-06-01 in general principles of law in investment arbitration the authors
address selected general principles of law assessing their functions in investment arbitration the resulting picture is that of a lively source that escapes
doctrinal straitjackets and maintains its relevance
Principles of International Trade and Investment Law 2021-09-21 this essential book discusses a wide range of important legal principles such as
procedural fairness and reasonableness in the context of international trade and investment law using comparative methodology the authors examine
how those principles are reflected in treaties and how they are employed by adjudicators resolving disputes
International Investment Law. The Sources of Rights and Obligations 2012-08-22 drawing on state practice arbitral awards and national decisions
this book provides a systematic study of the sources of rights and obligations in the field of transnational investment and their coordination and
interaction
The Structure of Investment Arbitration 2013-07-24 although a state's treatment of foreign investors has long been regulated by international law it
is only recently that international investment law has emerged as an independent discipline in its own right in recent decades the practical success of
investment arbitration has allowed international investment law to develop both its own cadre of academic and professional specialists and its own
legal doctrines this book analyses the structure of international investment law as it has developed through the practice of investment arbitration in
order to see how a variety of international investment law doctrines should be understood and applied the book demonstrates how a structural analysis
can shed light on several major controversies within investment law and also examines what an investment actually is the book offers an original
interpretative approach to the resolution of problems in international investment law and so is one of the few books within the field to attempt to give
investment law a solid theoretical basis it also focuses on only a select number of problems rather than attempting to deliver the universal coverage
currently popular for investment law books as a result those issues that are addressed get a detailed discussion rarely available in competing texts
The Backlash Against Investment Arbitration 2010-01-01 this book the outgrowth of a conference organized by the editors at Harvard law school
on April 19 2008 aims to uncover the drivers behind the backlash against the current international investment regime library of congress online catalog
Principles of International Energy Transition Law 2023-10-19 energy transition is a complex global problem with governance and policies cutting
across multiple legal silos including human rights environment international economics finance energy law of the sea and transnational commerce as
of yet there is no comprehensive treatment of the legal principles governing energy transition as a whole furthermore energy transition must solve a
trilemma that pits energy equity the need to provide access to energy needed to fuel human development and energy security the need to provide
resilient and reliable energy systems against environmental sustainability without a comprehensive understanding of these issues law and policy
makers risk exacerbating rather than resolving the underlying problems principles of international energy transition law introduces the energy
transition problem by situating the climate emergency in its broader energy and development context showing how global energy value chains are
deployed enmeshed in and drive global economic and human development it combines the different legal perspectives in one consistent analysis by
outlining their interactions and showing how they can be reconciled the book discusses thirty two international legal principles governing different
aspects of the energy transition trilemma's three parts it then uses a commons governance perspective to propose a holistic approach to applying and
balancing these different parts and their different legal principles highlighted sections summarise the most important concepts and ideas for easy
reference making the title particularly accessible for students and policy makers as well as law practitioners
The Origin and Evolution of Investment Treaty Standards 2019-12-05 this book provides a conceptual and legal analysis of the core of investment protection guarantees that emerge from international treaties signed since 1959 for the promotion and protection of foreign investment it focuses on both the origin and evolution of investment treaty standards beginning with origins the work considers the broader context at the time when the first modern investment treaty was concluded it goes on to examine the many decisions of ad hoc arbitral tribunals that have since been called upon to apply these treaties in order to resolve the several hundred investor state disputes it also looks at some of the recent investment treaties that have attempted to clarify and or reform the content and scope of investment protection guarantees federico ortino posits that the key investment protection provisions in investment treaties and thus much of the controversy associated with such treaties revolve around three concepts legal stability investment s value and reasonableness he argues that from the very beginning the protections afforded to foreign investments by modern investment treaties have been exceptionally broad and as such restrictive of host states ability to regulate and whilst a growing number of investment treaty tribunals as well as new investment treaties have to some extent reined in such broad protections the evolution of key investment protection standards has been marred by inconsistency and uncertainty

Yearbook on International Investment Law & Policy 2014-2015 2016-09-30 several themes emerge in this 2014 2015 edition of the yearbook the first is a notable focus on country and region specific developments different articles focus on key developments in such countries as australia brazil china ghana india indonesia russia and south africa others focus on regional innovations in particular in latin america a second area of attention is reform and proposals for reform in investor state dispute settlement and in investment law generally the third theme is the continued concern about states regulatory autonomy and the importance of their retaining ability to protect the interests of their nationals a fourth theme concerns the continued contribution that investment arbitration makes to the development of international law and the influence that it is starting to have on other areas of law whether that is as a source of inspiration in the interpretation of other norms or as a source of potentially powerful persuasive authority given the teeth that investment law has with respect to enforcement included are the winning memorials of the fdi moot for both 2014 and 2015 in 2014 a team from the university of ottawa submitted the winning claimant s memorial while students from harvard law school submitted the winning respondent s memorial in 2015 harvard repeated its stellar performance again winning best respondent s memorial the winning claimant s memorial in 2015 was submitted by students from the national and kapodistrian university of athens these excellent memorials reveal once again the growing interest of students in international investment law and demonstrate a striving for excellence and an enthusiasm for grappling with intellectually challenging issues

Yearbook on International Investment Law and Policy 2014-2015 2016-10-28 several themes emerge in this 2014 2015 edition of the yearbook the first is a notable focus on country and region specific developments different articles focus on key developments in such countries as australia brazil china ghana india indonesia russia and south africa others focus on regional innovations in particular in latin america a second area of attention is reform and proposals for reform in investor state dispute settlement and in investment law generally the third theme is the continued concern about states regulatory autonomy and the importance of their retaining ability to protect the interests of their nationals a fourth theme concerns the continued contribution that investment arbitration makes to the development of international law and the influence that it is starting to have on other areas of law whether that is as a source of inspiration in the interpretation of other norms or as a source of potentially powerful persuasive authority given the teeth that investment law has with respect to enforcement included are the winning memorials of the fdi moot for both 2014 and 2015 in 2014 a team from the university of ottawa submitted the winning claimant s memorial while students from harvard law school submitted the winning respondent s memorial in 2015 harvard repeated its stellar performance again winning best respondent s memorial the winning claimant s memorial in 2015 was submitted by students from the national and kapodistrian university of athens these excellent memorials reveal once again the growing interest of students in international investment law and demonstrate a striving for excellence and an enthusiasm for grappling with intellectually challenging issues
Good Governance in Economic Development

2019-10-01 with isolationism and protectionism strengthening in response to the forces of globalization the interrelationship of the national and supranational in shaping good governance norms has become increasingly relevant good governance in economic development critically examines the transparency and accountability mechanisms underpinning international trade finance and investment regimes particularly in view of the intensifying influence of China it also explores the Chinese state’s engagement with these norms shedding light not only on how the principles of transparency accountability and public participation are applied within China but also on the ability of China to affect international rules

The Plurality and Synergies of Legal Traditions in International Arbitration

2024-02-20 the cultural diversity characterizing international arbitration today is as much a source of enrichment as it is sometimes a source of practical difficulties affecting both the arbitration procedure and the application of substantive law consequently it is becoming clearer that the critical project for international arbitration in the immediate future will be how to best answer the fundamental question of cultural pluralism this book presents an informative and well argued discussion on many aspects of international arbitration clarifying the main procedural and substantive similarities and differences between different legal systems around the world focusing not only on common and civil law traditions but also the role played by regional legal traditions including Islamic law and African perspectives with contributions from fifty arbitrators counsel and academics representing every region of the world where international arbitration has secured a foothold the volume consolidates and synthesizes a series of discussions sponsored by the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators that took place in Dubai Johannesburg and Paris in 2017 the essays identify and address the cultural distinctions that affect the key ever present factors which have forged the character of modern international arbitration such as the following the seat of the arbitration and the legal regime to which the arbitration is attached due process which has different and specific meanings in different national legal systems international standards such as international public policy illegality arbitrability and sanctions the immunity of international arbitrators form of presentation of evidence production of documents oral and written submissions and expert evidence the specific context of international investment arbitration disputes in specific industries or legal areas telecommunications construction mining intellectual property the role of national judges and the legal traditions they embrace throughout and after arbitration proceedings how to incorporate more conciliatory cultural traditions which are notably shared in many African and Asian countries and training and opportunities for the next generation in international arbitration

Fifteen Years of NAFTA Chapter 11 Arbitration

2011-09-01 about the IAI series on international arbitration the IAI International Arbitration Institute series on international arbitration is a publication focusing on topical questions of international arbitration discussed at conferences organized by the IAI and about the IAI the International Arbitration Institute IAI is an organization created under the auspices of the Comité Français de l’Arbitrage CFA with the purpose of fostering exchanges in the field of international arbitration it currently has over 600 members on a worldwide basis its activities include the organization of international conferences as well as the publication of a directory of members which is the most highly regarded freely accessible source of information on international arbitration specialists about the book the seventh in the international arbitration institute IAI series fifteen years of NAFTA section 11 arbitration compiles the papers from leading authorities on NAFTA dispute resolution presented at the International Academic Conference 15 years of NAFTA chapter 11 arbitration in Montreal on 25 September 2009 where necessary the chapters were revised and updated before publication as a result the reader receives up to date practical tips and important analyses of difficult issues dealing wholly with investment arbitration the work focuses specifically on the controversial Chapter 11 feature of the NAFTA agreement and its influence on international investment law Chapter 11 arbitration is an area of growing importance for both practitioners and academics and the work covers both substantive and procedural issues
Investor – State Arbitration and Human Rights 2017-08-14 in investor state arbitration and human rights filip balcerzak examines the interrelations between human rights and international investment law he discusses the place of human rights arguments in the course of arbitral proceedings based on investment treaties

Beyond Territoriality 2012-10-23 this book traces the evolution of transnational legal authority in the course of globalization representative case studies buttress its conclusion that today transnational authority is multifaceted a phenomenon that renders unreliable the concepts of territoriality extraterritoriality as global governance markers

Renewable Energy Arbitration-quo Vadis? 2023 based on analysis of 21 arbitral awards rendered in the spanish saga cases this book discusses the current challenges faced by international investment law in the renewable energy sector filip balcerzak offers both micro level analysis of each individual case and macro level conclusions of universal relevance

Eminent Domain 2017-04-06 a collection of essays that examines the use and abuse of eminent domain across the world

Water Services Disputes in International Arbitration 2020-05-12 water services disputes in international arbitration reconsidering the nexus of investment protection environment and human rights by xu qian the argument that universal access to water is a human right is based on the fact that life on earth cannot exist without water yet the enormous cost of building and maintaining water service infrastructure purifying monitoring quality and providing sanitation services is beyond the means of many of the states most in need foreign investment is thus mandated hence the often acrimonious tension manifest in investor state disputes over water rights this book offers the first in depth analysis of both international treaty norms and their interpretation by arbitral tribunals applicable to investment in water and sanitation services complete with thoroughly researched recommendations for those arbitral practitioners in the eye of the storm like no previous study the book clearly reveals how to reconcile the economic and fundamental human interests arising from investment in water and sanitation services under the international investment regime among many vital issues the author highlights the importance of the following legitimacy of a state s alleged regulatory objectives the suitability of the measures undertaken to achieve the objective and whether there are less restrictive means available legal framework and stability of the state applicable law changes in law and emergency circumstances economic issues such as water pricing profit driven private companies reluctance to serve the poor investment tribunals generation of a regulatory and jurisprudential regime on water and sanitation services and determination of liability in relation to expropriation fair and equitable treatment and necessity arguing that the current investment treaty and arbitral case law framework can regulate water and sanitation services if certain interpretations are favored by adjudicators the author offers viable sustainable and reasonable legal solutions a detailed annex presents cases decided before a variety of arbitral tribunals as well as relevant wto and icj cases and reviews critical literature in the field the increasing number of cases involved with states regulatory measures shows that stakes around water services generate specific legal problems which are new in the world of international economic law as an incisive investigation of what has been called the incursion of investment tribunal decisions into the regulatory autonomy of host states this profound and innovative analysis provides a coherent and consistent method of review that provides greater certainty to both states and investors and deters abuse of power it will be welcomed by policymakers and stakeholders interested in the implications of globalization of water services for the capacity to adapt to climate change and will suggest ways to enable states to better manage vital water services even after privatization to foreign companies

The Principle of National Treatment in International Economic Law 2014-10-31 the principle of national treatment or the non discrimination clause is a principle that applies across many fields of international economic law this book offers a unique horizontal examination of the principle as it applies within international tr

SPECIALIZED ARBITRATION: EMERGING INTERNATIONAL TRENDS AND PRACTICES 2022-01-01 comprehensively investigate key characteristics evolutionary path driving forces interpreting methodologies and some missing puzzles of chinese bits
Decoding Chinese Bilateral Investment Treaties 2021-08-26 numerous developments across the world in recent years bear witness to states increasing skepticism about the benefits of international cooperation and the efficiency of international economic law understood as a multilateral set of rules equally binding on all states this timely book reviews situations where this new economic nationalism may impact the way arbitration in both commercial and investment disputes is practiced distinguished international arbitrators and academic experts analyze a wide array of topics covering a broad spectrum of juristic traditions geographic areas foreign investment protection laws and dispute resolution mechanisms and issues topics covered include the following evolution of the definitions of arbitrable standards amendments to procedural rules states policy choices as reflected in recent investment treaties procedural trends to restrict access to investment arbitration the effects of the achmea decision in the european union growing use of the public policy exception dispute settlement of public private partnership agreements and diversification of dispute resolution methods e g business courts an important feature of the book is the ability it offers to compare various contemporary transformations of dispute settlement mechanisms with attention to developments in a number of jurisdictions including the united states the european union china canada switzerland turkey and the latin american countries with its comprehensive analysis of how economic nationalism may lead to limiting the jurisdictional procedural and substantive scope of arbitration the authors underscore the crucial importance of a robust system of international arbitration of economic disputes to ensure a stable and secure world order the global coverage of the contributions and the insightful views offered in them speak eloquently about their usefulness and outreach for arbitration practitioners and scholars as well as for professionals involved in drafting policies for economic development or in the negotiation of investment agreements

International Arbitration in Times of Economic Nationalism 2022-07-06 the 1969 vienna convention on the law of treaties makes no express reference to many of the most common canons and interpretative principles derived from international jurisprudence over many years this volume represents the first modern freestanding analysis of such canons and principles their role in treaty interpretation and their relationship with the vienna convention regime a top flight roster of respected scholars and practitioners of public international law offers an in depth examination of among other things the origins of canons and interpretive principles their utility and limits in treaty interpretation and the application of numerous individual canons and interpretive principles including effet utile expressio unius lex specialis ejusdem generis in dubio mitius in pari materia ex abundante cautela the principles of contemporaneity and evolutive interpretation and more extensive analysis of case law and scholarship provides insightful interpretive guidance across virtually every subfield of public international law with its valuable insights into when the application of particular canons or principles of interpretation is most likely to be appropriate and persuasive the volume will be of great value to lawyers representing parties whether states corporations or individuals before international dispute resolution bodies as well as to judges and arbitrators legal officials at ministries of foreign affairs and scholars of public international law

Between the Lines of the Vienna Convention? 2018-12-18 this book demonstrates how the public international law character of investment treaty arbitration has impacted on the dispute settlement procedure

Investment Treaty Arbitration as Public International Law 2014-09-15 this innovative research handbook explores the complex and controversial interactions between intellectual property ip and investment law in light of recent developments at national european and international levels the chapters critically examine the legitimacy of current practices with regard to the social function of ip rights and the regulatory autonomy of states to undertake measures in the public interest

Research Handbook on Intellectual Property and Investment Law 2020-06-26 this book shows how the reform in investment regulation contributes to a broader attempt to transform the international economic order

Reconceptualizing International Investment Law from the Global South 2017-10-26
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